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Abstract 

This paper proposes a semantic-oriented approach to classifying network management 
information so that the formal description of network states can be supported. We describe the 
classification concept which is slightly different from the approaches like rule-based or 
specification language object-Z. We apply the situation classification capability extended from 
those found in KL-ONE or Description Logic, in order to organize the state and event for 
network management in a hierarchical structure. This approach is applied in order to formally 
describe information for network management purposes. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Today the integrated network is getting larger and larger, causing the information overhead 
to increase and hence making common understanding more difficult than before. One example 
of this sort of problem is specifying the network state and events. Without any help of formal 
description techniques, it is difficult to understand the real state of the network, and to enable an 
efficient deduction of network management actions. Therefore, the first step in managing a 
network is to specify these monitoring data for the network manager. 

Classification of information is applied to determine whether management information 
possesses particular characteristics so that the specification of information corresponding to 
these properties can be carried out. The function of defining an information model is to abstract 
data so that the semantics of raw data from network resources is presented to the manager. The 
trend for the management of future broadband networks is object-oriented. Therefore, our 
concept of information classification has integrated object-oriented analysis with term 
classificationfacilities [1], like those found in the knowledge representation language KL-ONE 
and its successor description logics. 
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A general question is how to model world information. Different proposals have been rnade 
in the last decade for solving this problem, e.g. Chen's entity-relationship model, Sowa's 
conceptual graph, and object-oriented concepts [6,7,8]. For distributed applications like 
network management we prefer the ideas set out in situation theory, which is based on cognitive 
science and decentralized artificial intelligence [2,3,4,5], for the following reasons: 

- A situation is the partial inforrnation that is always combined with spatial, temporal data. 
Network events, which are recognized and reported by agents, are passed onto the network 
manager with their location of occurrence and sequence. 

- A situation provides information about system configuration and state changes; a situation 
is applied as the discrete information exchanged by intelligent autonomous agents to 
describe the network occurrence and its environment in order to derive an action. 

The most important differences between the approach as INFOMOD information exchange 
for open distributed processing [9] and our approach is that our analysis attempts to support 
complex information structures and consistent semantics. As will be discussed later, the 
structure of information modeled to represent a network situation is similar to the relational 
model. In such a model the relationships between network elements are specified by the 
participants associated in a relationship. Our approach differs from Object-Z [10) in that a 
situation is a description and not a schema definition. A situation rnay contain an individual, a 
variable or another situation within it. These characteristics make our proposal more flexible 
with complex description cases. 

The application of situations to represent the network configuration is proposed and their 
classification is discussed. Our approach is designed for descriptive management information, 
where information bas to be inductively defmed to ensure a consistent interpretation. Such an 
approach is suitable for defining new specific concepts by more generic primitive concepts like 
those in [1]. The objectives and also the major advantages of our proposal include: 

Situation classification provides a complex structural description. We specify a network 
situation by a relation and objects, e.g., a relation and its participants are a data structure 
to be classified. Suppose a certain network configuration is represented by a concrete real 
situation. Then we can apply our classification algorithm to find out its situation type. 

- In addition, our proposal specifies inforrnation semantically based on the embedded 
situational information inductively defined by more general information. Bach parameter 
in a situation is translated to its most generic definition and these are then compared. This 
characteristic allows the information exchange to be achieved with a comrnon 
understanding of most generic, primitive definitions, but with no obligation to the specific 
classes. 

2. SITUATION DESCRIPTION 

In the management information models ali network resources are abstracted as objects and 
the relation between them is modeled by a relationship. We extend the understanding of object 
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classes as concept type in order to apply the object classes and instances to represent the 
concepts and individuals in a situation. In description logic, concepts are assertions or 
descriptions about the state of the world. Individuals are particular instantiations of concepts, 
and roles provide a way to relate individuals. We accordingly obtain a mapping between class 
and concept, instance and individual, attribute and role. 

Based on this management information model, we apply the situation theory of Barwise and 
Perry [4,5] and Devlin [3] to describe network states and events. In a situation the world is 
viewed as a collection of objects, properties, and relations. An infon is a unit (discrete) 
information item, and a situation is modeled as a set of infons .k An infon is defined as an 

associated object set, formally represented as a tuple of fi= <r;, o;b oi2•···· o in• p;>, where r; is n

ary relationship, oij are objects, and Pi is the polarity of the infon. If the polarity is 1, then the 

infon is a positive state of affairs. The value O identifies it as negative. A situation is represented 

as a set of infons {IJ, fl, ... ,fm}. 

A composite situation description like 

Situation A: "A line has cab le failure at 8 p.m." {::::} <has, line, cab le failure, la, 20, 1 > 

it describes a real situation happened in network at 8 p.m .. We use the letters la for an arbitrary 

location. This situational information is exchanged between agents and managers which classify 
this information into defined situation types, which are known or understood in a particular 
management domain. For instance, 

Situation B: "A connection has at least one failure at night" {::::} <has, connection, 

<atleast, 1,failures>, lb, night, 1> 

is a defined situation type. We will say that situation B subsumes situation A, because a cable or 
a line is a physical element of a connection, and 8 p.m. is intuitively defined as time at night. In 
this example, the real situation A is categorized by a network manager with the situation class B. 

The description logic uses concepts as the description of a data structure. This language is a 
set of terms built up from a set of primitive concepts and roles, using the operators and, or, not, 
at-least, at-most, alt to construct more specific terms. A concept is used as an object class and a 
role is as a binary relationship. For instance, ali terms used to represent a situation can be 
modeled by more generic terms in description logic in order to define their semantics. 

The technique underlying it is term subsumption. This is the capability to recognize whether 
a term is more special than another one. This is simply the task of a network manager to classify 
information so that descriptive information acquires their semantics class. The situation 
subsumption is therefore used to classify situation descriptions and to specify them with 
subsumption relations. 
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Tbe classification problem of a situation can be supported by tbe introduction of the 
subsumption. A is subsumed by B if the extension of A to the real world domain is contained in 
B. Tbe notation c is used for set inclusion. Matbematically, an extension function ~ is defined as 

Definition 1: ~: description class ~ instances 

~(A) c ~(B),forall subordinate description class A ofB 

A partial order subsumption relation ::;; is defined as a binary relation between situation 
classes A and B: 

Definition 2: A::;; B, iff ~(A) c ~(B) 

Tbe problem of network management is to determine the class of a situation description, e.g. 
to test wbether tbe received information can be classified by defined situation classes or not. Tbe 
proposed subsumption algorithm applied to solve this problem is recursively defined to 
decompose a situation description. Since a situation is a set of infons, this algorithm tests ali 
infon subsumption between two situations. In turn, the subsumption for eacb object/relation in 
infons are tested for tbe comparison of infons. Finally, tbe algorithm cbecks wbetber an 
inberitance specialization relation exists between two classes or not. 

3. MANAGED RELATIONSHIPS AND OBJECTS 

Object-oriented modeling is employed for situation description while inberiting tbe 
cbaracteristics of tbe conceptual model. If objects are used to represent a concept sucb as a 
failure or a connection, we caii them conceptual managed objects (CMO). Tbe classification 
problem of these conceptual objects is similar to the term subsumption in description logic. 

As defined previously, an infon consists of a relation and objects. Tbe situation subsumption 
is not solved if the relation is not included into the subsumption algorithm. For instance, tbe 
relation "bas" in ourprevious example could bave the same semantics as "own" or "get". Fortbis 
reason, it is necessary to definea class to group ali relations with tbe same semantics. According 
to relationship classes, we can apply specialization to declare more specific relationship classes. 
In tbis manner, relation is an entity with roles referring to otber objects. We caii sucb 
relationsbips conceptual relationship objects (CRO). 

Any CROs and CMOs used in a situation are inductively defined information to ensure a 
consistent interpretation. Sucb an approacb is suitable for defining new specific concepts by 
more generic primitive concepts. If a relationship is added to the Guidelines for the Definition 
of Managed Objects (GDMO), a relationship in a situation is defined as an n-ary association 
whicb bas to be mapped to binary relationsbips allowed in description logics. Tbat is, a 
relationsbip is referred to as an entity containing referential attributes. 

A relationsbip is specified by a relationship class, and a relationship referring to an object/ 
properties with roles associates witb otber objects/properties. An attribute in a CMO definition 
is replaced by a role in tbat of a relationsbip. Applying the relationsbip as a special type of MO, 
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a situation can be detined and classitied for exchanging in a distributed environment. As is at 
present conceived by ajoint CCITT-ISO group [7], a template for the structure of a relationship 
class rnay be as follows: 

<relationship-c/ass-label> RELA TIONSH/P CLASS 
[DERIVED FROM <relationship-c/ass-label> 

{,<relationship-class-label>]*; 1 

[BEHA VIOUR <behaviour-definition-label> 
[,<behaviour-definition-label>]*; 1 

[ROLE <role-label> role-properties 
[REGISTERED AS object-identifier1:1 .. 

REGISTERED AS object-identifier; 

To identify CMO and CRO in different open management systems with common 
understanding of their values, their classes are specitied and managed in inheritance, 
containment and registration trees. Inheritance helps us derive new object classes from an 
existing one, and a containment tree declares object dependency/containing relations. A 
registration tree provides a global unique object identifier for naming an object in open systems. 
We identify a CMO/CRO by i:: C, where C is the class of an object i. We apply *::C (or simply 
C) to denote an arbitrary element in class C. 

4. Subsumption Algorithm 

We apply set theory for the extension function in the description logic to the definition of the 
subsumption rules. We use the letters C to denote a CMO/CRO class (a set), fan infon 
(information unit) and i an object instance (a set element). Before we introduce subsumption, we 
detine semantics equivalence for class/instance of conceptual objects: 

Definition 3: Two classes C, C' are equivalent (C = C') iff ~(C) = ~(C'). 

Definition 4: If two instances i::C and i'::C' have the same instance values, and 
S(C) c ~(C') or ~(C') c ~(C), then i and i' are equivalent (i = i'). 

To check if two object instances are semantically equivalent, we only need to compare the 
values involved in these instances. This can be demonstrated as the case of having information 
sent twice to the manager. How should we detine a case where two situation descriptions are 
semantically equivalent for network managers so that duplicated events for one state change can 
be ignored. From these two detinitions we ha ve: 

Proposition 1: CMOICRO O=*:: C and O'=*:: C', O and O' are equivalent iff C 

:: C'. * is a wild-card. 

Proposition 2: CMOICRO O= i:: C and O'= i':: C', O and O' are equivalent iff i = 
i'. 
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The subsumption of infons will be carried out by the following steps. Two relation notations 
are used: 

• relation X:< Y, where X and Y are classes, is true when class X is a direct subordinate class 
of Y in an inheritance hierarchy. 

• relation i:= Y is true when i is an instance of class Y. 

We apply the following propositions to subsume conceptual objects C, C' and C". The 
intersection operation is denoted as n and implication as==>. 

Proposition 3: C:< C' ==> C~ C' 

Proof: Because C is derived from the class C', the extension of C in the real world is also 
an extension of C', i.e. ~(C) c ~(C'). 

Proposition 4: C:< C' and C' ~ C" ==> C ~ C" 

Proof: Applying Proposition 3, C:< C' ==> C ~ C'. When we apply the transitive property 
of the relation ~. then C ~ C' and C' ~ C'' implies C ~ C' '. 

Proposition 5: i := C and C ~ C' ==> i := C' 

Proof: i := C ==> i e ~( C), 

C~ C' ==> ~(C) c ~(C'), i.e., i e~(C') 

Proposition 6: C ~ C' or C = C'=> i:: C c *:: C', where * denotes a wild-card vari
able. 

Proof: Suppose 3 i e ~(C), we know that ~(C) c ~(C') 

that implies i e ~( C ') 

Proposition 7: C ~ C' ==> *:: C c *:: C' 

Proof: Applyingproposition5, 'V ie~(C)and~(C)c~(C')=>ie~(C') 

In our proposed subsumption aigorithm, the set operations intersection and union are applied 
to support the description operators such as and, or, atleast, etc. lts theoretical background is 
outside the scope of this paper and can be referenced in object-centered modeling such as [1]. 
Our proposal applies the subsumption concept to the situation classification. Notice that the 
classification of a situation is based on the comparison of set inclusion between the extension of 
two descriptions. 
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5. SITUATION SUBSUMPTION 

We apply the propositions described in the previous section for the subsumption propositions 
for CMO/CRO. Suppose given CRO al> aj' and CMO a;, a;' associated in infonsfandf', we 

know that there is an equivalence or a subsumption relation between f and f' if one of the 
following conditions is satisfied: 

Proposition 8: For infons,f =<al> a2, ... , an> andf' =<a/, a2', ... , an'>,f=.f' iff a; 

=.a;', where i = 1, ... , n. 

Proof: Two infons are equivalent when all their contained CMOs/CROs are equivalent. 

For instance, a controller C; reports that the observation situation A is detected, which is given 

in section 2. Then the composite situation C 

Situation C:: "Controller C; observes situation A at 8 p.m." {::::} <observes, 

C;::Controller, A::Situation,lc, 20, 1) 

is equivalent to the situation D, iff the situation A is replaced by its definition. 

Situation D: "Controller C; observes ')t line has cahle failure at 8 p.m." " {::::} 

<observes, C;::Controller, <has, line, cablefailure, la, 20, 1>,lc, 20, 1) 

Proposition 9: For infons,f =<al> a2o ... , an> andf' = <aj', a2'· ... , an'>,f '5,f iff 

there exists at least one i with a; '5, a;' and for all others aj =. a/, 

wherej= l, ... ,n,j-:F-i. 

Proof: Infonfis more special than infonf' ifthe relation and all object participants infare 
either (at least once) more special than or equivalent to them inf'. 

Proposition 10: For infons, f = <al> ... , a;, bb bm,ai+fo ... , an> and 

f' =<a/ .... , a;', a;+/ ... , an'>,f '5,f' iff either a; '5, a;' ora;=. a;', 

where 1 '5, i '5, n, and bj arbitrary objects, 1 '5,j '5, m. 

Proof: lnfonfis more special than infonf' ifthe n objects a1,a2o ... ,an in infonfare more 

special than or equivalent to that part a/,a2 ', ... ,an' off', and the roles participants 

inf, i.e. b /o'"' bm• are additional restrictions to f 

Now we have to make some propositions normally allowed in situation theory, but 
conventionally not permitted in the object-oriented model and object-Z. Infons may involve 
infons as their parameters, e.g. a conceptual object may occur buried in one or more levels inside 
an infon. 
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Proposition 11: For infonsfandf', f ~f' iff/ = <ab a2, ... ,f', ... , a0 > 

Proof: An infonf' is more general than an infonf whenf' is contained in/. 

In Proposition ll,f' is an embedded situation which is specified by an indirect description, as 
the example in C that C ~ A satisfies. 

Proposition 12: For infonsf=<aba2•···· an, an+b ... ,am> andf = <a/,a2', ... ,an',s>, 

and a situation s = {fi, ... ,A} ,J ' ~ f iff both of the following are 

satisfied: 

Proof: The first condition checks the subsumption relation of their n objects a ba2, ... , an 
according to Proposition 1 O. The second condition ensures that ali the remaining 
objects in/are contained in any infons of s, i.e. for ali CMOs inf, we always find 
a more specific CMO in s corresponding to it. 

To show an application to the proposition 12 a situation E is given, 

Situation E: "A controller observes a failure at 8 p.m." ~ <observes, *: :Controller, 

*:.jailure, le, 20, 1> 

The situation E subsumes the situation C as situation C specifies a more complete description 
than that in E. The situation E only states that a failure is observed but the situation C specifies 
exactly where this failure is manifested. We further give the following propositions for situation 
subsumption, however, they are only used to ensure that ali situation infons are subsumed by 
infons in another situation: 

Proposition 13: S = {IJ, ... Jn} and S' = {fJ', ... Jn'}, S = S' iffV /;inS, 3.tj' inS' 

that satisfies/; :.tj', and vice versa. 

Proposition 14: S = {IJ, ... Jn} and S' ={fi', ... .Jm'}, S ~ S' iffV .fj' inS', 3!; inS 

that satisfies either/; :.tj' or/; ~.fj' 

Proof: We apply the inductive approach to prove this proposition. In the case of m=l: 
Suppose S' = {//} and 3.fiin S that satisfies either.fi:fJ' or.fi~//. then S:::{ ... , 

fi, ... }~{ ... ,fJ, ... }~{fJ}=S' is satisfied 

In the case of m=k-1, Proposition 14 satisfies: S~{ fj', ... , fk_/}=S'. We try to 

prove whether m=k is also satisfied. That is to prove S~S"={/1 ', ... ,fk_j",fk'}. As 
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the pre-condition of Proposition 14, for A' inS" we find a fi inS thatfi ~A', and 

S={fb···Ji, ... Jn}~{fl'• ····fk-I',fi}~{fl'• ····fk-I',A'}= S''. 

By induction, for all k=1, ... ,m that Proposition 14 satisfies. 

Notice that the following case is in general not decidable: Suppose there is one infonA' inS', 

and we cannot find any fi in S that fi ~A' or fi=. A', then S ~ S' cannot be determined 
automatically in our study. As an example of the above propositions, we give two situations F 
= {A, C}, G = {B,E}, i.e. 

Situation F: A=<has, line, cablefailure, l81 20, 1> and C=<.observes, Ci::Controller, 

A::Situation, le> 20, 1> 

Situation G: B=<has, connection, <atleast, 1, failures>, liP night, 1> and 

E;:;<.observes, *::Controller, *::Failure, le> 20, 1> 

To recognize if the situation G has a more general class than that of situation F, we check 
whether G subsumes F. This means proving the fact that both infons B and E in G subsume one 
infon in F. Since A ~ B and C ~ E, hence the situation G subsumes the situation F is obtained. 

Suppose the domain of all situations in the real world is the set SIT, then the situations S and 
S' are elements from this domain. As defined in the previous section, situation Sis subsumed by 
S' iff S ~ S'. We definea function SSUB for situation subsumption: 

Dejinition 5: SSUB: SIT X SIT ~ { true, false } 

SSUB(S, S') ={true, iff S ~ S', 
false, S $ S' 

If a real situation S is subsumed by a situation class S', then S' contains more generic 
information than S or Sis more specific. We can specify all descriptions for network states and 
events using situation classes. In our previous example, a real situation C is subsumed by a more 
general situation E. The type of a real situation description is then classified, e.g. a real situation 
C has the situation description class E. 

Suppose a real situation Sis classified by classes in a situation hierarchy, then more general 
situation classes, say O", are found as classes of this real situation description S. The most specific 
one in O" is defmed as the (most specific) situation class of S. 

In other words, all descriptions subsumed by a situation description class are defined as real 
situations for that class. In this way, the network information is organized by the situation 
subsumption function SSUB, i.e; the proposed algorithm provided by the SSUB function 
compares the extensions of two given situations. All description classes are structured into a 
hierarchy according to their subsumption relations. 
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The ISO/OSI structure of management information employs an object-oriented concept to 
model managed information. According to this object-oriented concept, classification of 
information is the pre-condition to define a model for information exchange in open systems. If 
the network situation descriptions have to be included into CMIP (Common Management 
lnformation Protocol [12]), we have to provide a classification method for organizing them in 
an object-oriented approach. In this case, the proposed classification of situation descriptions 
using the subsumption function SSUB proposed in this paper can be applied to structure 
description information for CMIP. 

6. EVALUA TION OF APPLICATIONS 

This proposal begins with the conventional approach GDMO used by CMIP and tries to 
integrate description facilities into it. Situation theory and description logics which are 
mathematically well-founded are applied to support the proposal. The situation theory abstracts 
the state of affairs with mathematical formula. We apply the description logics to describe a 
situation so that situation theory can be represented in CMOs and CROs. That is to say, the 
realization of situation theory is solved by description logic. 

The propositions provide the subsumption algorithms for the situation classification. Because 
a situation is described by recursive composition of CMOs and CROs, it makes the classification 
more difficult than that of CMOs alone. As described, a relationship is formally specified with 
a CMO-like structure and the classification of CROs is also defined. Therefore, the CRO can be 
integrated into GDMO and the sirnilarity of their structure simplifies the classification of 
situations. 

For open information modeling the classification of information is the most basic pre
condition. The situation theory has still no open information model for its application in network 
management. This proposal supports us to construct one for situation theory. Because CRO may 
be considered as an extension to GDMO, and the classification of composition of CMOs and 
CROs can be clarified by the subsumption algorithms, hence the classification of information in 
situation description is achieved. The model of situational information is therefore constructed 
for the pre-condition of information exchange in open environment. 

For problem solving using current GDMO, we may solve a problem in the framework of an 
object-oriented method. For instance, suppose an object is defective, the handling of this fault 
has to be stored in the class information of this object. A current GDMO solution is to specify 
the behavior and actions in text for the handling of managed objects. No formal description 
techniques are applied for the specification of such information. The major benefits of such 
situational modelling for a managing application is to support the definition of the behavior and 
actions. One possible approach is to specify the behavior by a rule. 

As an example for a behavior rule we may specify it formally as: 
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Situation H: "if the situation Hand situation A are true, then apply action T' {::::} <then, 

<and, H::Situation, A::Situation, l1v th::Time, 1>, <apply, managing system, 

T::Action, lh, th::Time, 1>, l1v *::Time, 1> 

Action T: "go step S1 and S2, if successful, then go step S5, else go step S9" {::::}<go, 

<then, <are, <go, S1::Step, S2::Step, l" t" 1>, successful, l" t" 1>, S5::Step, S9::Step, 

l" t" 1>, l" t" 1> 

7. SCENARIO EXAMPLES AND IMPLEMENTATION 

ac~ 
layer one layer two 
not activated not activated 

connŢtion failure 

loss 
of 
synchronization 

frame bit 
error error 
rate rate 

Figure 1 : CMO class inheritance hierarchy for failures 

ceH 
loss 
rate 

In this section we depict a part of our management information model as an example to 
illustrate how this proposal is applied in practice to specify monitoring information for network 
management. As described, we model the network elements as CMOs. CMO classes specified 
for network failures are illustrated in Figure 1, and for network elements and their configurations 
are depicted in Figure 2. In these two figures, a subordinate node is a more specific CMO class 
than its superior. 

The CROs are also modeled like CMOs. The relations representing a situation are structured 
in an inheritance hierarchy. For instance, the relation class has-parameter is more specific than 
has. After defming these conceptual objects, we derive a situation hierarchy according to the 
subsumption function as depicted in Figure 4. For better understanding, we describe the 
situations in Figure 4 in the text. Bach subordinate situation is subsumed by its superior. For 
example, the situation descriptions Su,I and Su,2 are represented formally as 

S J,l,I = <has, 

networkElement, 
failure> 
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sl,J,2 = <has, 

subscriber 
line 

A 

<hasParameter, subscriberLine, 
<is, lineOperationalState, X> and 
<is, lineAdministrativeState, Y>>, 
activationFailure> 

~nt 

node 

channel trunk 
line 
operational 
state 

~ 
confi\ation 

line configuration state 

line 
adrninistrati ve 
state 

ISDN analog 
line 

Figure 2 : CMO class inheritance hierarchy for network physical elements 
and logica! parameters 

has
parameter 

has
failure 

Figure 3 : CRO inheritance hierarchy 

own get 

In addition, we apply SSUB to classify a network real situation. For example in Figure 4 a 
real situation S1,1,2 is subsumed by situation SJ,J,b i.e. SJ,J,2 S SJ,J,I· The SSUB tests if the 
network element class and failure class in S1,1,2 are more specific than those in SJ,J,J· The 

following subsumption relationships are proved in order to reason the validity of Su.2 S SJ,J,I· 

subscriberLine SnetworkElement. 
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<hasParameter, subscriberLine, lineConfigurationState> 

~ subscriberLine. 

<is, lineOperationalState, X> and <is, lineAdministrativeState, Y> 

~ lineConfigurationState. 

activationF ailure~ failure. 

A network element 
has afailure 

(SI 1,2) 

situation generalization/ 
S 1,1,2 subsumed by 
S1,1,1 

A subscriber line has parameter of 
operational state X and administrative 
state Y bas an activation failure 

An ISDN subscriber line has parameter 
of operational state disabled and 
administrative state blocked bas a failure 
layer one not activated 

(S2 1,2) 

A channel bas operational state X 
and operational state Y becomes a 

transient failure 

A channel A bas operational state active 
and operational state active becomes a 
transient cellloss rate failure 

Figure 4 : An example in a digital switching system for situation hierarcby 
organized witb the belp of the subsumption function 
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We bave used tbe tool DAMOCLES [13], whicb is being developed by GMD Fokus witbin 
the Berkom project, to maintain ali conceptual object classes. DAMOCLES enables us to define 
and to administer managed object classes interactively. It can be used to check tbe syntactical 
correctness and the consistency of an information model according to tbe GDMO [11]. For tbe 
subsumption of conceptual objects, ali managed objects defined in DAMOCLES are translated 
into concept definitions in tbe BACK system [14], whicb is developed at the TU Berlin within 
the framework of an ESPRIT project for concept management. BACK is based on description 
logic, wbicb is realized in Prolog and supports tbe concept subsumption facilities. 

8. CONCLUSION 

Tbis paper describes an extended definition of tbe term subsumption capability in order to 
describe network situations formally. Tbis proposal puts forward tbe situationru modeling 
realized by [15] so tbat tbese subsumption propositions are suitable for situational description in 
an open environment. The most important cbaracteristic of our proposal is: Situation 
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classification supports structuring of situation hierarchy. In addition, our proposal specifies 
information semantically, based on the embedded situational information recursively defined by 
a more general description. 
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